Enticing Sky

Skyrah Jane Campbell has always been
driven to succeed and make a name for
herself away from her family. Moving to
Chicago to attend college and start a career
doesnt leave much room for romance.
Living with Anabelle, her feisty best
friend, has helped Skyrah begin to come
out of her shell. However, nothing could
prepare Skyrah for the day she first laid
eyes on Wyatt Weston.
Wyatt, a
successful business man, is the owner of
the Weston Building where coincidentally
Skyrah works. When his father died, Wyatt
inherited his company. A forever playboy
and commitment-phobe, Wyatt never
wanted to settle down until a brief
encounter with Skyrah turns his world
upside down. Will Skyrahs encounter with
Wyatts sexy younger brother, Wriston,
come between the two? How will The
Weston family handle learning their family
isnt as reputable and honest as they once
thought? While trying to build a lasting
relationship, can Skyrah and Wyatt handle
everything life throws at them?
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